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Garage rock trio Knightingale ROCKS OUT IN FULL FORCE WITH THE RELEASE OF ITS
HIGHLY ANTICIPATED DEBUT ALBUM “GOD DAMN YOUTH”
March 3, 2016– Singaporean 3 piece garage rock band Knightingale to release their highly
acclaimed debut album “God Damn Youth” on the 17th of this month
“We are excited to be releasing our debut album as these collection of songs revolve
around everyday lives of struggling youths trying to fit in or find their place in this
society. Many a times as young adults we always wonder if we ever have possibility to
commit to our passions that society sometimes perceives it as a hobby or more
adversely “ a waste of time” but passion and drive for our art is what makes it all
worth it and these 12 tracks reflected about our emotions growing up in the music
scene here and listening to garage rock bands from California” Faiz Latiff, Guitarist of
Knightingale

Knightingale are throwing a release party for the album on the 18th t at the esteemed Esplanade
Outdoor Theater for Esplanade’s “Rocking the Region” event with the show starting from at
9:30pm. The song is to set to be released on online distribution platforms such as Itunes,
Amazon, Spotify, Deezer on the same day.
Knightingale has been active in the music scene here since 2014 performing for festivals such as
Ignite Music Festival and the more recent Baybeats Festival. The band also had several
appearances in magazines such as Juice, City Nomads, Moshin’ and also have plans to tour
Malaysia, Indonesia, the US and Europe to help spread their music.
Knightingale was formed in 2014 by members Ashwin Rao, Faiz Latiff and Deon Chan with very
goal of playing garage rock music to the masses. They are inspired by bands such as The Hives,
Nirvana, Ty Segall, Bass Drum of Death and embrace a DIY (Do it Yourself) attitude towards
their music be it from production to marketing to touring.
Entry to the release party is free and Knightingale is giving away free download cards of their
new single to the first 50 entrants.
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